Abstract. In this paper, we discuss our participation to the INEX 2008 Linkthe-Wiki track. We utilized a sliding window based algorithm to extract the frequent terms and phrases. Using the extracted phrases and term as descriptive vectors, the anchors and relevant links (both incoming and outgoing) are recognized efficiently.
Introduction
With the information boom on the Internet, there are many encyclopaedia-like websites for gathering and sharing knowledge. One of the leading website is Wikipedia, which is a collaborative repository written and contributed by Internet users. With rich articles and features in Wikipedia, the INEX (Initiative for the Evaluation of XML Retrieval) organisers have collected and presented the documents and articles into an XML dataset, named as INEX Wikipedia corpus. The corpus is large in size, about 650,000 documents, and useful for various ranges of information retrieval and data mining research. One of the research tracks organized by INEX is Link-the-Wiki, which was introduced on 2006 [1] . The objective of this track is to automatically discover the hyperlinks among Wikipedia web pages. The Link-the-Wiki track offers many interesting challenges. One of them is related to the size and nature of the Wikipedia data corpus. This corpus has more than 659,000 XML documents and is about 5GB in size. The challenge includes performance on large dataset, handling high dimensional, complex and noise-full data source.
This research utilises frequent phrases for link discovery. The assumption is that a word or a phrase is linked with other documents (Web page) only if it is important in its own document. In this research, the importance is measured by the frequency of the word or the phrase in the document. Non-frequent words or phrases can be ignored for linking purposes. This is also a way to deal with such a large dataset. We first attempt to reduce the size, complexity and dimensionality of the dataset by extracting the frequent terms and phrases from the corpus. We then discover the hyperlinks between Web pages according to the extracted frequent phrases and terms. Empirical analysis shows that the anchors and relevant links are recognized efficiently using the extracted phrases and term as descriptive document vectors. This paper details the proposed approach. Section 2 provides an overview of the proposed multi-stage approach. Section 3 describes the data pre-processing steps including stop-words removal and stemming. Section 4 explains the Frequent Phrase Extraction algorithm. The link discovery process including both incoming and outgoing links is discussed in section 5. Section 6 gives the detail of empirical analysis. The conclusion section summaries the research and offers some future extensions and applications of this research. Figure 1 illustrates the proposed approach undertaken in this research. It includes four main stages including data preparation, frequent phrase recognition, link discovery and validation. Data Preparation: In the first stage of this approach, data cleaning, transformation and preparation are performed. The Wikipedia documents in the INEX corpus require a series of data cleaning process to get them ready for data mining. All the 659,000 documents of the Wikipedia corpus are stored into a relational database. By gathering all the documents into data tables in a database, all the Wikipedia articles will be well aligned. Any relational database, such as Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle and MySQL, etc is an appropriate selection to reside the data. Once the articles have been arranged into database, each document is processed with data parsing, word stemming and stop-words removal.
Overview of the Proposed Approach
Frequent Phrase Recognition: Initial data preparation steps including stop-word removal and stemming are able to eliminate a certain amount of noise and reduce the size of the corpus. However, the database is still very large in size and has redundant information. In order to further reduce the size and complexity, the second stage in
